
“Introduction to Conflict Management”.

: Defining Negotiation And Its Components

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To understand the definition and magnitude of negotiation.

 To understand that there are limits to what is negotiable.

 To identify the components of negotiation performance.

 To identify the steps necessary to develop your effective personal negotiating power.

Definition/Overview:

The primary purpose of this topic is to introduce the students to the magnitude of the field of

negotiation and build their appreciation for the building blocks that will be part of their course of

study. The topic begins by defining negotiation and then proceeds to identify the components

and emphasize the personal nature of negotiation. The topic serves as a foundation for the text.

The topic ends with a focus on beginning a learning plan.

Key Points:

1. Negotiation

Negotiation is a dialogue intended to resolve disputes, to produce an agreement upon courses of

action, to bargain for individual or collective advantage, or to craft outcomes to satisfy various

interests. It is the primary method of alternative dispute resolution.

Negotiation occurs in business, non-profit organizations, government branches, legal

proceedings, among nations and in personal situations such as marriage, divorce, parenting, and
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everyday life. The study of the subject is called negotiation theory. Those who work in

negotiation professionally are called negotiators. Professional negotiators are often specialized,

such as union negotiators, leverage buyout negotiators, peace negotiators, hostage negotiators, or

may work under other titles, such as diplomats, legislators or brokers.

2. Approaches to Negotiation

Negotiation typically manifests itself with trained negotiator acting on behalf of a particular

organization or position. It can be compared to mediation where a disinterested third party listens

to each sides arguments and attempts to help craft an agreement between the parties. It is also

related to arbitration which, as with a legal proceeding, both sides make an argument as to the

merits of their "case" and then the arbitrator decides the outcome for both parties.

Negotiation involves three basic elements: process, behavior and substance. The process refers to

how the parties negotiate: the context of the negotiations, the parties to the negotiations, the

tactics used by the parties, and the sequence and stages in which all of these play out. Behavior

refers to the relationships among these parties, the communication between them and the styles

they adopt. The substance refers to what the parties negotiate over: the agenda, the issues

(positions and - more helpfully - interests), the options, and the agreement(s) reached at the end.

Skilled negotiators may use a variety of tactics ranging from negotiation hypnosis, to a straight

forward presentation of demands or setting of preconditions to more deceptive approaches such

as cherry picking. Intimidation and salami tactics may also play a part in swaying the outcome of

negotiations.

3. The Advocate's Approach

In the advocacy approach, a skilled negotiator usually serves as advocate for one party to the

negotiation and attempts to obtain the most favorable outcomes possible for that party. In this

process the negotiator attempts to determine the minimum outcome(s) the other party is (or

parties are) willing to accept, then adjusts their demands accordingly. A "successful" negotiation
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in the advocacy approach is when the negotiator is able to obtain all or most of the outcomes

their party desires, but without driving the other party to permanently break off negotiations,

unless the best alternative to a negotiated agreement (BATNA) is acceptable.

Traditional negotiating is sometimes called win-lose because of the assumption of a fixed "pie",

that one person's gain results in another person's loss. This is only true, however, if only a single

issue needs to be resolved, such as a price in a simple sales negotiation.

4. The "win/win" Negotiator's Approach

During the early part of the twentieth century, academics such as Mary Parker Follett developed

ideas suggesting that agreement often can be reached if parties look not at their stated positions

but rather at their underlying interests and requirements to reach a decision that benefits both

parties.

During the 1960s, Gerard I. Nierenberg recognized the role of negotiation in resolving disputes

in personal, business and international relations. He published The Art of Negotiating, where he

states that the philosophies of the negotiators determine the direction a negotiation takes. His

Everybody Wins philosophy assures that all parties benefit from the negotiation process which

also produces more successful outcomes than the adversarial winner takes all approach.

In the 1970s, practitioners and researchers began to develop win-win approaches to negotiation.

Win-win is taken from Economic Game Theory, and has been adopted by North American

negotiation academics loosely to mean Principled Negotiation. Getting to YES was published by

Roger Fisher and William Ury as part of the Harvard negotiation project. The book's approach,

referred to as Principled Negotiation, is also sometimes called mutual gains bargaining. The

mutual gains approach has been effectively applied in environmental situations (see Lawrence

Susskind and Adil Najam) as well as labor relations where the parties (e.g. management and a

labor union) frame the negotiation as "problem solving". If multiple issues are discussed,

differences in the parties' preferences make win-win negotiation possible. For example, in a labor

negotiation, the union might prefer job security over wage gains. If the employers have opposite
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preferences, a trade is possible that is beneficial to both parties. Such a negotiation is therefore

not an adversarial zero-sum game.

There are a tremendous number of other scholars who have contributed to the field of

negotiation, including Gerard E. Watzke at Tulane University, Sara Cobb at George Mason

University, Len Riskin at the University of Missouri, Howard Raiffa at Harvard, Robert

McKersie and Lawrence Susskind at MIT, and Adil Najam and Jeswald Salacuse at The Fletcher

School of Law and Diplomacy.

5. Other Negotiation Styles

Shell identified five styles/responses to negotiation. Individuals can often have strong

dispositions towards numerous styles; the style used during a negotiation depends on the context

and the interests of the other party, among other factors. In addition, styles can change over time.

5.1 Accommodating: Individuals who enjoy solving the other partys problems and

preserving personal relationships. Accommodators are sensitive to the emotional states,

body language, and verbal signals of the other parties. They can, however, feel taken

advantage of in situations when the other party places little emphasis on the relationship.

5.2Avoiding: Individuals who do not like to negotiate and dont do it unless warranted.

When negotiating, avoiders tend to defer and dodge the confrontational aspects of

negotiating; however, they may be perceived as tactful and diplomatic.

5.3 Collaborating: Individuals who enjoy negotiations that involve solving tough

problems in creative ways. Collaborators are good at using negotiations to understand the

concerns and interests of the other parties. They can, however, create problems by

transforming simple situations into more complex ones.

5.4. Competing: Individuals who enjoy negotiations because they present an opportunity

to win something. Competitive negotiators have strong instincts for all aspects of

negotiating and are often strategic. Because their style can dominate the bargaining

process, competitive negotiators often neglect the importance of relationships.
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5.5 Compromising: Individuals who are eager to close the deal by doing what is fair and

equal for all parties involved in the negotiation. Compromisers can be useful when there

is limited time to complete the deal; however, compromisers often unnecessarily rush the

negotiation process and make concessions too quickly.

6. Problems with lab negotiation studies

Negotiation is a rather complex interaction. Capturing all its complexity is a very difficult task,

let alone isolating and controlling only certain aspects of it. For this reason most negotiation

studies are done under laboratory conditions, and focus only on some aspects. Although lab

studies have their advantages, they do have major drawbacks when studying emotions:

 Emotions in lab studies are usually manipulated and are therefore relatively cold (not

intense). Although those cold emotions might be enough to show effects, they are qualitatively

different from the hot emotions often experienced during negotiations.

 In real life there is self-selection to which negotiation one gets into, which effects the

emotional commitment, motivation and interests. However this is not the case in lab studies.

 Lab studies tend to focus on relatively few well defined emotions. Real life scenarios

provoke a much wider scale of emotions.

 Coding the emotions has a double catch: if done by a third side, some emotions might not

be detected as the negotiator sublimates them for strategic reasons. Self report measures might

overcome this, but they are usually filled only before or after the process, and if filled during the

process might interfere with it.

: Personality

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn what comprises personality.
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 To learn key aspects of major personality theories most relevant to conflict, negotiation,

and persuasion.

 To assess key aspects of your personality.

Definition/Overview:

This topic synthesizes relevant aspects of major personality theories as they relate to the

dynamics of interaction and provides the foundation for Chapter 3 and later chapters. Major

personality theories are reviewed. Mastering this material with the goal of self-knowledge and

appreciation for individual differences should be the focus of study in this topic.

Key Points:

1. Personality in Psychology

Personality psychology is a branch of psychology that studies personality and individual

differences. One emphasis in this area is to construct a coherent picture of a person and his or her

major psychological processes. Another emphasis views personality as the study of individual

differences, in other words, how people differ from each other. A third area of emphasis

examines human nature and how all people are similar to one other. These three viewpoints

merge together in the study of personality.

Personality can be defined as a dynamic and organized set of characteristics possessed by a

person that uniquely influences his or her cognitions, motivations, and behaviors in various

situations. The word "personality" originates from the Latin persona, which means mask.

Significantly, in the theatre of the ancient Latin-speaking world, the mask was not used as a plot

device to disguise the identity of a character, but rather was a convention employed to represent

or typify that character.
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The pioneering American psychologist, Gordon Allport described two major ways to study

personality, the nomothetic and the idiographic. Nomothetic psychology seeks general laws that

can be applied to many different people, such as the principle of self-actualization, or the trait of

extraversion. Idiographic psychology is an attempt to understand the unique aspects of a

particular individual.

The study of personality has a rich and varied history in psychology, with an abundance of

theoretical traditions. The major theories including dispositional (trait) perspective,

psychodynamic, humanistic, biological, behaviorist and social learning perspective. There is no

consensus on the definition of "personality" in psychology. Most researchers and psychologists

do not explicitly identify themselves with a certain perspective and often taken an eclectic

approach. Some research is empirically driven such as the "Big 5" personality model whereas

other research emphasizes theory development such as psychodynamics. There is also a

substantial emphasis on the applied field of personality testing.

2. Philosophical assumptions

Many of the ideas developed by historical and modern personality theorists stem from the basic

philosophical assumptions they hold. A good textbook for understanding basic assumptions

behind personality theories is Hjelle and Ziegler. This book is now out of print, but similar views

are articulated by Ryckman. The study of personality is not a purely empirical discipline, as it

brings in elements of art, science, and philosophy to draw general conclusions. The following

five categories are some of the most fundamental philosophical assumptions on which theorists

disagree:

2.1 Freedom versus Determinism

This is the debate over whether we have control over our own behavior and understand

the motives behind it (Freedom), or if our behavior is causally determined by forces

beyond our control (Determinism). Determinism has been considered to be unconscious,

environmental, or biological by various theories.
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2.2 Heredity versus Environment

Personality is thought to be determined largely by either genetics and heredity, by

environment and experiences, or by some combination of the two. There is evidence for

all possibilities. Contemporary research suggests that most personality traits are based on

the joint influence of genetics and environment.

2.3 Uniqueness versus Universality

The argument over whether we are all unique individuals (Uniqueness) or if humans are

basically similar in their nature (Universality). Gordon Allport, Abraham Maslow, and

Carl Rogers were all advocates of the uniqueness of individuals. Behaviorists and

cognitive theorists, in contrast, emphasized the importance of universal principles such as

reinforcement and self-efficacy.

2.4 Active versus Reactive

Do we primarily act through our own initiative (Active), or do we react to outside stimuli

(Reactive)? Behavioral theorists typically believe that humans are passively shaped by

their environments, whereas humanistic and cognitive theorists believe that humans are

more active.

2.5 Optimistic versus Pessimistic

Personality theories differ on whether people can change their personalities (Optimism),

or if they are doomed to remain the same throughout their lives (Pessimism). Theories

that place a great deal of emphasis on learning are often, but not always, more optimistic

than theories that do not emphasize learning.

3. Personality Theories

Critics of personality theory claim personality is "plastic" across time, places, moods, and

situations. Changes in personality may indeed result from diet (or lack thereof), medical effects,
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significant events, or learning. However, most personality theories emphasize stability over

fluctuation.

3.1 Trait theories

According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric

Association, personality traits are "enduring patterns of perceiving, relating to, and

thinking about the environment and oneself that are exhibited in a wide range of social

and personal contexts." Theorists generally assume a) traits are relatively stable over

time, b) traits differ among individuals (e.g. some people are outgoing while others are

reserved), and c) traits influence behavior.

The most common models of traits incorporate three to five broad dimensions or factors.

The least controversial dimension, observed as far back as the ancient Greeks, is simply

extraversion vs. introversion (outgoing and physical-stimulation-oriented vs. quiet and

physical-stimulation-averse).

 Gordon Allport delineated different kinds of traits, which he also called dispositions.

Central traits are basic to an individual's personality, while secondary traits are more peripheral.

Common traits are those recognized within a culture and thus may vary from culture to culture.

Cardinal traits are those by which an individual may be strongly recognized.

 Raymond Cattell's research propagated a two-tiered personality structure with sixteen

"primary factors" (16 Personality Factors) and five "secondary factors."

 Hans Eysenck, who believed just three traits - extraversion, neuroticism and psychoticism

- were sufficient to describe human personality. Differences between Cattell and Eysenck

emerged due to preferences for different forms of factor analysis, with Cattell using oblique,

Eysenck orthogonal, rotation to analyze the factors that emerged when personality questionnaires

were subjected to statistical analysis. Today, the Big Five factors have the weight of a

considerable amount of empirical research behind them. Building on the work of Cattell and

others.

 Lewis Goldberg proposed a five-dimension personality model, nicknamed the "Big

Five":

 Extraversion - outgoing and stimulation-oriented vs. quiet and stimulation-avoiding
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 Neuroticism - emotionally reactive, prone to negative emotions vs. calm, imperturbable,

optimistic

 Agreeableness - affable, friendly, conciliatory vs. aggressive, dominant, disagreeable

 Conscientiousness - dutiful, planful, and orderly vs. laidback, spontaneous, and unreliable

 Openness to experience - open to new ideas and change vs. traditional and oriented

toward routine

 For ease of remembrance, this can be written as either OCEAN or CANOE.

 John L. Holland's RIASEC vocational model, commonly referred to as the Holland

Codes, stipulates there are six personality traits that lead people to choose their career paths. This

model is widely used in vocational counseling and is a circumplex model where the six types are

represented as a hexagon where adjacent types are more closely related than those more distant.

 Trait models have been criticized as being purely descriptive and offering little

explanation of the underlying causes of personality. Eysenck's theory, however, does propose

biological mechanisms as driving traits, and modern behavior genetics researchers have

demonstrated a clear genetic substrate to them.[vague] Another potential weakness with trait

theories is they lead people to accept oversimplified classifications, or worse offer advice, based

on a superficial analysis of one's personality. Finally, trait models often underestimate the effect

of specific situations on people's behavior. It is important to remember traits are statistical

generalizations that do not always correspond to an individual's behavior.

4. Type Theories

Personality type refers to the psychological classification of different types of people. Personality

types are distinguished from personality traits, which come in different levels or degrees.

According to type theories, for example, there are two types of people, introverts and extraverts.

According to trait theories, introversion and extraversion are part of a continuous dimension,

with many people in the middle. The idea of psychological types originated in the theoretical

work of Carl Jung and William Marston, whose work is reviewed in Dr. Travis Bradberry's The

Personality Code. Jung's seminal 1921 book on the subject is available in English as

Psychological Types.
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Building on the writings and observations of Carl Jung, during World War II, Isabel Briggs

Myers and her mother, Katharine C. Briggs, delineated personality types by constructing the

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. This model was later used by David Keirsey with a different

understanding from Jung, Briggs and Myers. In the former Soviet Union, Lithuanian Aura

Augustinavičiūtė independently derived a model of personality type from Jung's called

Socionics.

The model is an older and more theoretical approach to personality, accepting extraversion and

introversion as basic psychological orientations in connection with two pairs of psychological

functions:

 Perceiving functions: sensing and intuition (trust in concrete, sensory-oriented facts vs.

trust in abstract concepts and imagined possibilities)

 Judging functions: thinking and feeling (basing decisions primarily on logic vs.

considering the effect on people).

Briggs and Myers also added another personality dimension to their type indicator to measure

whether a person prefers to use a judging or perceiving function when interacting with the

external world. Therefore they included questions designed to indicate whether someone wishes

to come to conclusions (judgment) or to keep options open (perception).

This personality typology has some aspects of a trait theory: it explains people's behavior in

terms of opposite fixed characteristics. In these more traditional models, the sensing/intuition

preference is considered the most basic, dividing people into "N" (intuitive) or "S" (sensing)

personality types. An "N" is further assumed to be guided either by thinking or feeling, and

divided into the "NT" (scientist, engineer) or "NF" (author, humanitarian) temperament. An "S",

by contrast, is assumed to be guided more by the judgment/perception axis, and thus divided into

the "SJ" (guardian, traditionalist) or "SP" (performer, artisan) temperament. These four are

considered basic, with the other two factors in each case (including always

extraversion/introversion) less important. Critics of this traditional view have observed that the

types can be quite strongly stereotyped by professions (although neither Myers nor Keirsey

engaged in such stereotyping in their type descriptions), and thus may arise more from the need

to categorize people for purposes of guiding their career choice. This among other objections led

to the emergence of the five factor view, which is less concerned with behavior under work
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conditions and more concerned with behavior in personal and emotional circumstances. Some

critics have argued for more or fewer dimensions while others have proposed entirely different

theories (often assuming different definitions of "personality").

4.1 Type A personality: During the 1950s, Meyer Friedman and his co-workers defined

what they called Type A and Type B behavior patterns. They theorized that intense, hard-

driving Type A personalities had a higher risk of coronary disease because they are

"stress junkies." Type B people, on the other hand, tended to be relaxed, less competitive,

and lower in risk. There was also a Type AB mixed profile. Dr. Redford Williams,

cardiologist at Duke University, refuted Friedmans theory that Type A personalities have

a higher risk of coronary heart disease; however, current research indicates that only the

hostility component of Type A may have health implications. Type A/B theory has been

extensively criticized by psychologists because it tends to oversimplify the many

dimensions of an individual's personality.

5. Psychoanalytic Theories

Psychoanalytic theories explain human behavior in terms of the interaction of various

components of personality. Sigmund Freud was the founder of this school. Freud drew on the

physics of his day (thermodynamics) to coin the term psychodynamics. Based on the idea of

converting heat into mechanical energy, he proposed psychic energy could be converted into

behavior. Freud's theory places central importance on dynamic, unconscious psychological

conflicts.

Freud divides human personality into three significant components: the ego, superego, and id.

The id acts according to the pleasure principle, demanding immediate gratification of its needs

regardless of external environment; the ego then must emerge in order to realistically meet the

wishes and demands of the id in accordance with the outside world, adhering to the reality

principle. Finally, the superego inculcates moral judgment and societal rules upon the ego, thus

forcing the demands of the id to be met not only realistically but morally. The superego is the

last function of the personality to develop, and is the embodiment of parental/social ideals
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established during childhood. According to Freud, personality is based on the dynamic

interactions of these three components.

The channeling and release of sexual (libidal) and aggressive energies, which ensues from the

"Eros" (sex; instinctual self-preservation) and "Thanatos" (death; instinctual self-annihilation)

drives respectively, are major components of his theory. It is important to note Freud's broad

understanding of sexuality included all kinds of pleasurable feelings experienced by the human

body.

Freud proposed five psychosexual stages of personality development. He believed adult

personality is dependent upon early childhood experiences and largely determined by age five.

Fixations that develop during the Infantile stage contribute to adult personality and behavior.

One of Sigmund Freud's earlier associates, Alfred Adler, did agree with Freud early childhood

experiences are important to development, and believed birth order may influence personality

development. Adler believed the oldest was the one that set high goals to achieve to get the

attention they lost back when the younger siblings were born. He believed the middle children

were competitive and ambitious possibly so they are able to surpass the first-borns achievements,

but were not as much concerned about the glory. Also he believed the last born would be more

dependent and sociable but be the baby. He also believed that the only child loves being the

center of attention and matures quickly, but in the end fails to become independent.

Heinz Kohut thought similarly to Freuds idea of transference. He used narcissism as a model of

how we develop our sense of self. Narcissism is the exaggerated sense of one self in which is

believed to exist in order to protect one's low self esteem and sense of worthlessness. Kohut had

a significant impact on the field by extending Freud's theory of narcissism and introducing what

he called the 'self-object transferences' of mirroring and idealization. In other words, children

need to idealize and emotionally "sink into" and identify with the idealized competence of

admired figures such as parents or older siblings. They also need to have their self-worth

mirrored by these people. These experiences allow them to thereby learn the self-soothing and

other skills that are necessary for the development of a healthy sense of self.

Another important figure in the world of personality theory was Karen Horney. She is credited

with the development of the "real self" and the "ideal self". She believes all people have these
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two views of their own self. The "real self" is how you really are with regards to personality,

values, and morals; but the "ideal self" is a construct you apply to yourself to conform to social

and personal norms and goals. Ideal self would be "I can be successful, I am CEO material"; and

real self would be "I just work in the mail room, with not much chance of high promotion".

6. Behaviorist Theories

Behaviorists explain personality in terms of the effects external stimuli have on behavior. It was

a radical shift away from Freudian philosophy. This school of thought was developed by B. F.

Skinner who put forth a model which emphasized the mutual interaction of the person or "the

organism" with its environment. Skinner believed children do bad things because the behavior

obtains attention that serves as a reinforcer. For example: a child cries because the child's crying

in the past has led to attention. These are the response, and consequences. The response is the

child crying, and the attention that child gets is the reinforcing consequence. According to this

theory, people's behavior is formed by processes such as operant conditioning. Skinner put

forward a "three term contingency model" which helped promote analysis of behavior based on

the "Stimulus - Response - Consequence Model" in which the critical question is: "Under which

circumstances or antecedent 'stimuli' does the organism engage in a particular behavior or

'response', which in turn produces a particular 'consequence'?"

Richard Herrnstein extended this theory by accounting for attitudes and traits. An attitude

develops as the response strength (the tendency to respond) in the presences of a group of stimuli

become stable. Rather than describing conditionable traits in non-behavioral language, response

strength in a given situation accounts for the environmental portion. Herrstein also saw traits as

having a large genetic or biological component as do most modern behaviorists.

Ivan Pavlov is another notable influence. He is well known for his classical conditions

experiments involving a dog. These physiological studies on this dog led him to discover the

foundation of behaviorism as well as classical conditioning.
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7. Social Cognitive Theories

In cognitivism, behavior is explained as guided by cognitions (e.g. expectations) about the world,

especially those about other people. Cognitive theories are theories of personality that emphasize

cognitive processes such as thinking and judging.

Albert Bandura, a social learning theorist suggested the forces of memory and emotions worked

in conjunction with environmental influences. Bandura was known mostly for his "Bobo Doll

experiment". During these experiments, Bandura video taped a college student kicking and

verbally abusing a bobo doll. He then showed this video to a class of kindergarten children who

were getting ready to go out to play. When they entered the play room, they saw bobo dolls, and

some hammers. The people observing these children at play saw a group of children beating the

doll. He called this study and his findings observational learning, or modeling.

Early examples of approaches to cognitive style are listed by Baron. These include Witkin's work

on field dependency, Gardner's discovering people had consistent preference for the number of

categories they used to categorise heterogeneous objects, and Block and Petersen's work on

confidence in line discrimination judgments. Baron relates early development of cognitive

approaches of personality to ego psychology. More central to this field have been:

 Self-efficacy work, dealing with confidence people have in abilities to do tasks;

 Locus of control theory dealing with different beliefs people have about whether their

worlds are controlled by themselves or external factors;

 Attributional style theory dealing with different ways in which people explain events in

their lives. This approach builds upon locus of control, but extends it by stating we also need to

consider whether people attribute to stable causes or variable causes, and to global causes or

specific causes.

Various scales have been developed to assess both attributional style and locus of control. Locus

of control scales include those used by Rotter and later by Duttweiler, the Nowicki and

Strickland Locus of Control Scale for Children and various locus of control scales specifically in

the health domain, most famously that of Kenneth Wallston and his colleagues, The

Multidimensional Health Locus of Control Scale. Attributional style has been assessed by the

Attributional Style Questionnaire, the Expanded Attributional Style Questionnaire, the
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Attributions Questionnaire, the Real Events Attributional Style Questionnaire and the

Attributional Style Assessment Test.

Walter Mischel has also defended a cognitive approach to personality. His work refers to

"Cognitive Affective Units", and considers factors such as encoding of stimuli, affect, goal-

setting, and self-regulatory beliefs. The term "Cognitive Affective Units" shows how his

approach considers affect as well as cognition.

8. Humanistic Theories

In humanistic psychology it is emphasized people have free will and they play an active role in

determining how they behave. Accordingly, humanistic psychology focuses on subjective

experiences of persons as opposed to forced, definitive factors that determine behavior. Abraham

Maslow and Carl Rogers were proponents of this view, which is based on the "phenomenal field"

theory of Combs and Snygg.

Maslow spent much of his time studying what he called "self-actualizing persons", those who are

"fulfilling themselves and doing the best they are capable of doing". Maslow believes all who are

interested in growth move towards self-actualizing (growth, happiness, satisfaction) views. Many

of these people demonstrate a trend in dimensions of their personalities. Characteristics of self-

actualizers according to Maslow include the four key dimensions:

 Awareness - maintaining constant enjoyment and awe of life. These individuals often

experienced a "peak experience". He defined a peak experience as an "intensification of any

experience to the degree there is a loss or transcendence of self". A peak experience is one in

which an individual perceives an expansion of his or herself, and detects a unity and

meaningfulness in life. Intense concentration on an activity one is involved in, such as running a

marathon, may invoke a peak experience.

 Reality and problem centered - they have tendency to be concerned with "problems" in

their surroundings.

 Acceptance/Spontaneity - they accept their surroundings and what cannot be changed.
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 Unhostile sense of humor/democratic - they do not like joking about others, which can be

viewed as offensive. They have friends of all backgrounds and religions and hold very close

friendships.

Maslow and Rogers emphasized a view of the person as an active, creative, experiencing human

being who lives in the present and subjectively responds to current perceptions, relationships,

and encounters. They disagree with the dark, pessimistic outlook of those in the Freudian

psychoanalysis ranks, but rather view humanistic theories as positive and optimistic proposals

which stress the tendency of the human personality toward growth and self-actualization. This

progressing self will remain the center of its constantly changing world; worlds that will help

mold the self but not necessarily confine it. Rather, the self has opportunity for maturation based

on its encounters with this world. This understanding attempts to reduce the acceptance of

hopeless redundancy. Humanistic therapy typically relies on the client for information of the past

and its effect on the present, therefore the client dictates the type of guidance the therapist may

initiate. This allows for an individualized approach to therapy. Rogers found patients differ in

how they respond to other people. Rogers tried to model a particular approach to therapy- he

stressed the reflective or empathetic response. This response type takes the client's viewpoint and

reflects back his or her feeling and the context for it. An example of a reflective response would

be, "It seems you are feeling anxious about your upcoming marriage". This response type seeks

to clarify the therapist's understanding while also encouraging the client to think more deeply

and seek to fully understand the feelings they have expressed.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn the nature of conflict and its relationship to negotiation.

 To assess your personal approach to conflict.

 To use systems thinking to diagnose and analyze conflict.

 To understand the difference between managing, resolving, and avoiding conflict.
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Definition/Overview:

The purposes of this topic are for students to understand the nature of conflict and its relationship

to negotiation, to engage in systems thinking, and to recognize the primary aspects of managing,

resolving, and avoiding conflict. In this topic the student is introduced to the idea that negotiation

is intertwined with conflict and is the antecedent to conflict. Through studying the material and

exercises in this topic, the students should gain recognition of their personal approach and

attitude toward conflict and be able to use that knowledge in later chapters in their personal

development. It is also beneficial is students are able to build a more positive view of conflict.

Key Points:

1. Conflict

Conflict is a part of discord caused by the actual or perceived opposition of needs, values and

interests. A conflict can be internal (within oneself) or external (between two or more

individuals). Conflict as a concept can help explain many aspects of social life such as social

disagreement, conflicts of interests, and fights between individuals, groups, or organizations. In

political terms, "conflict" can refer to wars, revolutions or other struggles, which may involve the

use of force as in the term armed conflict. Without proper social arrangement or resolution,

conflicts in social settings can result in stress or tensions among stakeholders. When an

interpersonal conflict does occur, its effect is often broader than two individuals involved, and

can affect many associate individuals and relationships, in more or less adverse and sometimes

even humorous way.

Conflict as taught for graduate and professional work in conflict resolution (which can be win-

win, where both parties get what they want, win-lose where one party gets what they want, or

lose-lose where both parties don't get what they want) commonly has the definition: "when two

or more parties, with perceived incompatible goals, seek to undermine each other's goal-seeking

capability".
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One should not confuse the distinction between the presence and absence of conflict with the

difference between competition and co-operation. In competitive situations, the two or more

individuals or parties each have mutually inconsistent goals, either party tries to reach their goal

it will undermine the attempts of the other to reach theirs. Therefore, competitive situations will,

by their nature, cause conflict. However, conflict can also occur in cooperative situations, in

which two or more individuals or parties have consistent goals, because the manner in which one

party tries to reach their goal can still undermine the other individual or party.

A clash of interests, values, actions or directions often sparks a conflict. Conflicts refer to the

existence of that clash. Psychologically, a conflict exists when the reduction of one motivating

stimulus involves an increase in another, so that a new adjustment is demanded. The word is

applicable from the instant that the clash occurs. Even when we say that there is a potential

conflict we are implying that there is already a conflict of direction even though a clash may not

yet have occurred.

2. Types and Modes

A conceptual conflict can escalate into a verbal exchange and/or result in fighting.

Conflict can exist at a variety of levels of analysis:

 Community Conflict

 Diplomatic Conflict

 Economic Conflict

 Emotional Conflict

 Environmental Resources Conflict

 Group Conflict

 Ideological Conflict

 International Conflict

 Interpersonal Conflict

 Intersocietal Conflict

 Intrastate Conflict (for example: civil wars, election campaigns)
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 Intrapersonal Conflict (though this usually just gets delegated out to psychology)

 Organizational Conflict

 Intra-Societal Conflict

 Military Conflict

 Religious-Based Conflict (for example: Center For Reduction of Religious-Based

Conflict).

 Workplace Conflict

 Data Conflict

Conflicts in these levels may appear "nested" in conflicts residing at larger levels of analysis. For

example, conflict within a work team may play out the dynamics of a broader conflict in the

organization as a whole. Theorists have claimed that parties can conceptualize responses to

conflict according to a two-dimensional scheme; concern for one's own outcomes and concern

for the outcomes of the other party. This scheme leads to the following hypotheses:

 High concern for both one's own and the other party's outcomes leads to attempts to find

mutually beneficial solutions.

 High concern for one's own outcomes only leads to attempts to "win" the conflict.

 High concern for the other party's outcomes only leads to allowing the other to "win" the

conflict.

 No concern for either side's outcomes leads to attempts to avoid the conflict.

 In Western society, practitioners usually suggest that attempts to find mutually beneficial

solutions lead to the most satisfactory outcomes, but this may not hold true for many Asian

societies. Several theorists detect successive phases in the development of conflicts.

Often a group finds itself in conflict over facts, goals, methods or values. It is critical that it

properly identify the type of conflict it is experiencing if it hopes to manage the conflict through

to resolution. For example, a group will often treat an assumption as a fact.

The more difficult type of conflict is when values are the root cause. It is more likely that a

conflict over facts, or assumptions, will be resolved than one over values. It is extremely difficult

to "prove" that a value is "right" or "correct". In some instances, a group will benefit from the use

of a facilitator or process consultant to help identify the specific type of conflict. Practitioners of
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nonviolence have developed many practices to solve social and political conflicts without

resorting to violence or coercion.

Conflict can arise between several characters and there can be more than one in a story or plot

line. The little plot lines usually enhance the main conflict.

On the hand, conflict also defines as natural disagreement resulting from individuals or groups

that differ in beliefs, attitudes, values or needs. It can also originate from past rivalries and

personality differences. Other causes of conflict include trying to negotiate before the timing is

right or before needed information is available. The following is the causes of conflict:

 Communication failure

 Personality conflict

 Value differences

 Goal differences

 Methodological differences

 Substandard performance

 Lack of cooperation

 Differences regarding authority

 Differences regarding responsibility

 Competition over resources non-compliance with rules (LO)

: Conflict

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn the nature of conflict and its relationship to negotiation.

 To assess your personal approach to conflict.

 To use systems thinking to diagnose and analyze conflict.

 To understand the difference between managing, resolving, and avoiding conflict.
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Definition/Overview:

The purposes of this topic are for students to understand the nature of conflict and its relationship

to negotiation, to engage in systems thinking, and to recognize the primary aspects of managing,

resolving, and avoiding conflict. In this topic the student is introduced to the idea that negotiation

is intertwined with conflict and is the antecedent to conflict. Through studying the material and

exercises in this topic, the students should gain recognition of their personal approach and

attitude toward conflict and be able to use that knowledge in later chapters in their personal

development. It is also beneficial is students are able to build a more positive view of conflict.

Key Points:

1. Conflict

Conflict is a part of discord caused by the actual or perceived opposition of needs, values and

interests. A conflict can be internal (within oneself) or external (between two or more

individuals). Conflict as a concept can help explain many aspects of social life such as social

disagreement, conflicts of interests, and fights between individuals, groups, or organizations. In

political terms, "conflict" can refer to wars, revolutions or other struggles, which may involve the

use of force as in the term armed conflict. Without proper social arrangement or resolution,

conflicts in social settings can result in stress or tensions among stakeholders. When an

interpersonal conflict does occur, its effect is often broader than two individuals involved, and

can affect many associate individuals and relationships, in more or less adverse and sometimes

even humorous way.

Conflict as taught for graduate and professional work in conflict resolution (which can be win-

win, where both parties get what they want, win-lose where one party gets what they want, or

lose-lose where both parties don't get what they want) commonly has the definition: "when two

or more parties, with perceived incompatible goals, seek to undermine each other's goal-seeking

capability".
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One should not confuse the distinction between the presence and absence of conflict with the

difference between competition and co-operation. In competitive situations, the two or more

individuals or parties each have mutually inconsistent goals, either party tries to reach their goal

it will undermine the attempts of the other to reach theirs. Therefore, competitive situations will,

by their nature, cause conflict. However, conflict can also occur in cooperative situations, in

which two or more individuals or parties have consistent goals, because the manner in which one

party tries to reach their goal can still undermine the other individual or party.

A clash of interests, values, actions or directions often sparks a conflict. Conflicts refer to the

existence of that clash. Psychologically, a conflict exists when the reduction of one motivating

stimulus involves an increase in another, so that a new adjustment is demanded. The word is

applicable from the instant that the clash occurs. Even when we say that there is a potential

conflict we are implying that there is already a conflict of direction even though a clash may not

yet have occurred.

2. Types and Modes

A conceptual conflict can escalate into a verbal exchange and/or result in fighting.

Conflict can exist at a variety of levels of analysis:

 Community Conflict

 Diplomatic Conflict

 Economic Conflict

 Emotional Conflict

 Environmental Resources Conflict

 Group Conflict

 Ideological Conflict

 International Conflict

 Interpersonal Conflict

 Intersocietal Conflict

 Intrastate Conflict (for example: civil wars, election campaigns)
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 Intrapersonal Conflict (though this usually just gets delegated out to psychology)

 Organizational Conflict

 Intra-Societal Conflict

 Military Conflict

 Religious-Based Conflict (for example: Center For Reduction of Religious-Based

Conflict).

 Workplace Conflict

 Data Conflict

Conflicts in these levels may appear "nested" in conflicts residing at larger levels of analysis. For

example, conflict within a work team may play out the dynamics of a broader conflict in the

organization as a whole. Theorists have claimed that parties can conceptualize responses to

conflict according to a two-dimensional scheme; concern for one's own outcomes and concern

for the outcomes of the other party. This scheme leads to the following hypotheses:

 High concern for both one's own and the other party's outcomes leads to attempts to find

mutually beneficial solutions.

 High concern for one's own outcomes only leads to attempts to "win" the conflict.

 High concern for the other party's outcomes only leads to allowing the other to "win" the

conflict.

 No concern for either side's outcomes leads to attempts to avoid the conflict.

 In Western society, practitioners usually suggest that attempts to find mutually beneficial

solutions lead to the most satisfactory outcomes, but this may not hold true for many Asian

societies. Several theorists detect successive phases in the development of conflicts.

Often a group finds itself in conflict over facts, goals, methods or values. It is critical that it

properly identify the type of conflict it is experiencing if it hopes to manage the conflict through

to resolution. For example, a group will often treat an assumption as a fact.

The more difficult type of conflict is when values are the root cause. It is more likely that a

conflict over facts, or assumptions, will be resolved than one over values. It is extremely difficult

to "prove" that a value is "right" or "correct". In some instances, a group will benefit from the use

of a facilitator or process consultant to help identify the specific type of conflict. Practitioners of
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nonviolence have developed many practices to solve social and political conflicts without

resorting to violence or coercion.

Conflict can arise between several characters and there can be more than one in a story or plot

line. The little plot lines usually enhance the main conflict.

On the hand, conflict also defines as natural disagreement resulting from individuals or groups

that differ in beliefs, attitudes, values or needs. It can also originate from past rivalries and

personality differences. Other causes of conflict include trying to negotiate before the timing is

right or before needed information is available. The following is the causes of conflict:

 Communication failure

 Personality conflict

 Value differences

 Goal differences

 Methodological differences

 Substandard performance

 Lack of cooperation

 Differences regarding authority

 Differences regarding responsibility

 Competition over resources non-compliance with rules (LO)

: Negotiation Style

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn the four major negotiation styles.

 To learn how personality affects negotiation style.

 To assess your natural and habitual negotiation styles.

 To learn how to choose the appropriate style.

 To identify steps toward developing effective negotiation styles.
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Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is for students to apply their knowledge of conflict and theories of

personality to an understanding of the four major negotiation styles, particularly an assessment

and understanding of their own dominant or habitual style. Students should begin to learn how to

select styles appropriate to particular circumstances and individuals. Students should distinguish

between conflict attitude and negotiation style. The latter describes the approach to a particular

negotiation; while the former describes their general attitude.

Key Points:

1. Approaches to Negotiation

Negotiation typically manifests itself with trained negotiator acting on behalf of a particular

organization or position. It can be compared to mediation where a disinterested third party listens

to each sides arguments and attempts to help craft an agreement between the parties. It is also

related to arbitration which, as with a legal proceeding, both sides make an argument as to the

merits of their "case" and then the arbitrator decides the outcome for both parties.

Negotiation involves three basic elements: process, behavior and substance. The process refers to

how the parties negotiate: the context of the negotiations, the parties to the negotiations, the

tactics used by the parties, and the sequence and stages in which all of these play out. Behavior

refers to the relationships among these parties, the communication between them and the styles

they adopt. The substance refers to what the parties negotiate over: the agenda, the issues

(positions and - more helpfully - interests), the options, and the agreement(s) reached at the end.

Skilled negotiators may use a variety of tactics ranging from negotiation hypnosis, to a straight

forward presentation of demands or setting of preconditions to more deceptive approaches such

as cherry picking. Intimidation and salami tactics may also play a part in swaying the outcome of

negotiations.
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1.1 The Advocate's Approach

In the advocacy approach, a skilled negotiator usually serves as advocate for one party to

the negotiation and attempts to obtain the most favorable outcomes possible for that

party. In this process the negotiator attempts to determine the minimum outcome(s) the

other party is (or parties are) willing to accept, then adjusts their demands accordingly. A

"successful" negotiation in the advocacy approach is when the negotiator is able to obtain

all or most of the outcomes their party desires, but without driving the other party to

permanently break off negotiations, unless the best alternative to a negotiated agreement

(BATNA) is acceptable.

Traditional negotiating is sometimes called win-lose because of the assumption of a fixed

"pie", that one person's gain results in another person's loss. This is only true, however, if

only a single issue needs to be resolved, such as a price in a simple sales negotiation.

1.2 The "win/win" Negotiator's Approach

During the early part of the twentieth century, academics such as Mary Parker Follett

developed ideas suggesting that agreement often can be reached if parties look not at their

stated positions but rather at their underlying interests and requirements to reach a

decision that benefits both parties.

During the 1960s, Gerard I. Nierenberg recognized the role of negotiation in resolving

disputes in personal, business and international relations. He published The Art of

Negotiating, where he states that the philosophies of the negotiators determine the

direction a negotiation takes. His Everybody Wins philosophy assures that all parties

benefit from the negotiation process which also produces more successful outcomes than

the adversarial winner takes all approach.

In the 1970s, practitioners and researchers began to develop win-win approaches to

negotiation. Win-win is taken from Economic Game Theory, and has been adopted by

North American negotiation academics loosely to mean Principled Negotiation. Getting

to YES was published by Roger Fisher and William Ury as part of the Harvard

negotiation project. The book's approach, referred to as Principled Negotiation, is also
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sometimes called mutual gains bargaining. The mutual gains approach has been

effectively applied in environmental situations as well as labor relations where the parties

frame the negotiation as "problem solving". If multiple issues are discussed, differences

in the parties' preferences make win-win negotiation possible.

2. Other Negotiation Styles

Shell identified five styles/responses to negotiation. Individuals can often have strong

dispositions towards numerous styles; the style used during a negotiation depends on the context

and the interests of the other party, among other factors. In addition, styles can change over time.

2.1 Accommodating: Individuals who enjoy solving the other partys problems and

preserving personal relationships. Accommodators are sensitive to the emotional states,

body language, and verbal signals of the other parties. They can, however, feel taken

advantage of in situations when the other party places little emphasis on the relationship.

2.2Avoiding: Individuals who do not like to negotiate and dont do it unless warranted.

When negotiating, avoiders tend to defer and dodge the confrontational aspects of

negotiating; however, they may be perceived as tactful and diplomatic.

2.3 Collaborating: Individuals who enjoy negotiations that involve solving tough

problems in creative ways. Collaborators are good at using negotiations to understand the

concerns and interests of the other parties. They can, however, create problems by

transforming simple situations into more complex ones.

2.4. Competing: Individuals who enjoy negotiations because they present an opportunity

to win something. Competitive negotiators have strong instincts for all aspects of

negotiating and are often strategic. Because their style can dominate the bargaining

process, competitive negotiators often neglect the importance of relationships.

2.5 Compromising: Individuals who are eager to close the deal by doing what is fair and

equal for all parties involved in the negotiation. Compromisers can be useful when there
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is limited time to complete the deal; however, compromisers often unnecessarily rush the

negotiation process and make concessions too quickly.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Key Negotiating Temperaments

Communicating In Negotiation

A Note On Cultural And Gender Differences

Interests And Goals In Negotiation

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 2.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn how emotions play important role in Negotiation.

 To learn Jungian Preferences.

 To identify Positive and Negative Affect in Negotiation.

 To learn Conditions for Emotion Effect in Negotiation.

Definition/Overview:

The primary purpose of this topic is for students to apply their knowledge of personality theory

and negotiating style toward an understanding of negotiating temperamentsespecially their own.
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The material addresses how personality and temperament differences present challenges in the

negotiation process. Activities are focused on understanding their own temperaments and

recognizing other temperaments.

Key Points:

1. Jungian Preferences

1.1 Two Jungian preferences are key to negotiation temperament:

 Sensing/Intuitingmanner of taking in information.

 Judging/Perceivingway of interacting with the world.

2. Emotion in Negotiation

Emotions play an important part in the negotiation process, although it is only in recent years

that their effect is being studied. Emotions have the potential to play either a positive or negative

role in negotiation. During negotiations, the decision as to whether or not to settle rests in part on

emotional factors. Negative emotions can cause intense and even irrational behavior, and can

cause conflicts to escalate and negotiations to break down, while positive emotions facilitate

reaching an agreement and help to maximize joint gains.

Affect effect: Dispositional affects affect the various stages of the negotiation process: which

strategies are planned to be used, which strategies are actually chosen, the way the other party

and its intentions are perceived, the willingness to reach an agreement and the final outcomes.

Positive affectivity (PA) and negative affectivity (NA) of one or more of the negotiating sides

can lead to very different outcomes.

2.1 Positive Affect in Negotiation

Even before the negotiation process starts, people in a positive mood have more

confidence, and higher tendencies to plan to use a cooperative strategy. During the
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negotiation, negotiators who are in a positive mood tend to enjoy the interaction more,

show less contentious behavior, use less aggressive tactics and more cooperative

strategies. This in turn increases the likelihood that parties will reach their instrumental

goals, and enhance the ability to find integrative gains. Indeed, compared with

negotiators with negative or natural affectivity, negotiators with positive affectivity

reached more agreements and tended to honor those agreements more. Those favorable

outcomes are due to better decision making processes, such as flexible thinking, creative

problem solving, respect for others' perspectives, willingness to take risks and higher

confidence. Post negotiation positive affect has beneficial consequences as well. It

increases satisfaction with achieved outcome and influences ones desire for future

interactions. The PA aroused by reaching an agreement facilitates the dyadic relationship,

which result in affective commitment that sets the stage for subsequent interactions.

PA also has its drawbacks: it distorts perception of self performance, such that

performance is judged to be relatively better than it actually is. Thus, studies involving

self reports on achieved outcomes might be biased.

2.2 Negative Affect in Negotiation

Negative affect has detrimental effects on various stages in the negotiation process.

Although various negative emotions affect negotiation outcomes, by far the most

researched is anger. Angry negotiators plan to use more competitive strategies and to

cooperate less, even before the negotiation starts. These competitive strategies are related

to reduce joint outcomes. During negotiations, anger disrupts the process by reducing the

level of trust, clouding parties' judgment, narrowing parties' focus of attention and

changing their central goal from reaching agreement to retaliating against the other side.

Angry negotiators pay less attention to opponents interests and are less accurate in

judging their interests, thus achieve lower joint gains. Moreover, because anger makes

negotiators more self-centered in their preferences, it increases the likelihood that they

will reject profitable offers. Anger doesnt help in achieving negotiation goals either: it

reduces joint gains and does not help to boost personal gains, as angry negotiators dont

succeed in claiming more for them. Moreover, negative emotions leads to acceptance of

settlements that are not in the positive utility function but rather have a negative utility.
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However, expression of negative emotions during negotiation can sometimes be

beneficial: legitimately expressed anger can be an effective way to show one's

commitment, sincerity, and needs. Moreover, although NA reduces gains in integrative

tasks, it is a better strategy than PA in distributive tasks (such as zero-sum).

2.3 Conditions for Emotion Effect in Negotiation

Research indicates that negotiators emotions do not necessarily affect the negotiation

process. Albarracın et al. suggested that there are two conditions for emotional effect,

both related to the ability (presence of environmental or cognitive disturbances) and the

motivation:

 Identification of the affect: requires high motivation, high ability or both.

 Determination that the affect is relevant and important for the judgment: requires that the

motivation, the ability or both are low.

According to this model, emotions are expected to affect negotiations only when one is

high and the other is low. When both ability and motivation are low the affect will not be

identified, and when both are high the affect will be identify but discounted as irrelevant

for judgment. A possible implication of this model is, for example, that the positive

effects PA has on negotiations (as described above) will be seen only when either

motivation or ability are low.

2.4 The effect of the partners emotions

Most studies on emotion in negotiations focus on the effect of the negotiators own

emotions on the process. However, what the other party feels might be just as important,

as group emotions are known to affect processes both at the group and the personal

levels. When it comes to negotiations, trust in the other party is a necessary condition for

its emotion to affect, and visibility enhances the effect. Emotions contribute to

negotiation processes by signaling what one feels and thinks and can thus prevent the

other party from engaging in destructive behaviors and to indicate what steps should be
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taken next: PA signals to keep in the same way, while NA points that mental or

behavioral adjustments are needed.

Partners emotions can have two basic effects on negotiators emotions and behavior:

mimetic/ reciprocal or complementary. For example, disappointment or sadness might

lead to compassion and more cooperation. In a study by Butt et al. (2005) which

simulated real multi-phase negotiation, most people reacted to the partners emotions in

reciprocal, rather than complementary, manner. Specific emotions were found to have

different effects on the opponents feelings and strategies chosen:

 Anger caused the opponents to place lower demands and to concede more in a zero-sum

negotiation, but also to evaluate the negotiation less favorably. It provoked both dominating and

yielding behaviors of the opponent..

 Pride led to more integrative and compromise strategies by the partner.

 Guilt or regret expressed by the negotiator led to better impression of him by the

opponent, however it also led the opponent to place higher demands.. On the other hand,

personal guilt was related to more satisfaction with what one achieved.

 Worry or disappointment left bad impression on the opponent, but led to relatively lower

demands by the opponent.

: Communicating In Negotiation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To understand communication as a process.

 To learn rules for effective listening and speaking in negotiation.

 To learn communication filtering techniques for negotiation.

 To recognize signs of destructive conflict in negotiation and what to do when they arise.

 To learn to watch body language in negotiation.

 To be cautious in written and electronic negotiation.
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Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is for students to learn basic principles of communication theory and to

apply that knowledge, along with their knowledge of personality, conflict, and systems theory

studied in previous chapters, toward improving their negotiation communication. Students will

learn speaking, listening, and filtering techniques. Students will be introduced to the field of

kinesics. Effective communication is essential for negotiation success.

Key Points:

1. Communication

Communication is the process to impart information from a sender to a receiver with the use of a

medium. Communication requires that all parties have an area of communicative commonality.

There are auditory means, such as speaking, singing and sometimes tone of voice, and nonverbal,

physical means, such as body language, sign language, paralanguage, touch, eye contact, or the

use of writing. Communication is defined as a process by which we assign and convey meaning

in an attempt to create shared understanding. This process requires a vast repertoire of skills in

intrapersonal and interpersonal processing, listening, observing, speaking, questioning,

analyzing, and evaluating. Use of these processes is developmental and transfers to all areas of

life: home, school, community, work, and beyond. It is through communication that

collaboration and cooperation occur.

Communication is the articulation of sending a message through different media, whether it is

verbal or nonverbal, so long as a being transmits a thought provoking idea, gesture, action, etc.

Communication is a learned skill. Most babies are born with the physical ability to make sounds,

but must learn to speak and communicate effectively. Speaking, listening, and our ability to

understand verbal and nonverbal meanings are skills we develop in various ways. We learn basic

communication skills by observing other people and modeling our behaviors based on what we

see. We also are taught some communication skills directly through education, and by practicing

those skills and having them evaluated.
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Communication as an academic discipline relates to all the ways we communicate, so it

embraces a large body of study and knowledge. The communication discipline includes both

verbal and nonverbal messages. A body of scholarship all about communication is presented and

explained in textbooks, electronic publications, and academic journals. In the journals,

researchers report the results of studies that are the basis for an ever-expanding understanding of

how we all communicate. Communication happens at many levels (even for one single action),

in many different ways, and for most beings, as well as certain machines. Several, if not all,

fields of study dedicate a portion of attention to communication, so when speaking about

communication it is very important to be sure about what aspects of communication one is

speaking about. Definitions of communication range widely, some recognizing that animals can

communicate with each other as well as human beings, and some are narrower, only including

human beings within the parameters of human symbolic interaction.

Nonetheless, communication is usually described along a few major dimensions: Content (what

type of things are communicated), source, emisor, sender or encoder (by whom), form (in which

form), channel (through which medium), destination, receiver, target or decoder (to whom), and

the purpose or pragmatic aspect. Between parties, communication includes acts that confer

knowledge and experiences, give advice and commands, and ask questions. These acts may take

many forms, in one of the various manners of communication. The form depends on the abilities

of the group communicating. Together, communication content and form make messages that are

sent towards a destination. The target can be oneself, another person or being, another entity

(such as a corporation or group of beings).

Communication can be seen as processes of information transmission governed by three levels of

semiotic rules:

 Syntactic (formal properties of signs and symbols),

 Pragmatic (concerned with the relations between signs/expressions and their users) and

 Semantic (study of relationships between signs and symbols and what they represent).

Therefore, communication is social interaction where at least two interacting agents share a

common set of signs and a common set of semiotic rules. This commonly held rule in some

sense ignores autocommunication, including intrapersonal communication via diaries or self-

talks.
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2. Types of Communication

There are only 3 major parts in any communication which are body language, voice tonality, and

words. According to the research, 55% of impact is determined by body language--postures,

gestures, and eye contact, 38% by the tone of voice, and 7% by the content or the words used in

the communication process. Although the exact percentage of influence may differ from

variables such as the listener and the speaker, communication as a whole strives for the same

goal and thus, in some cases, can be universal. System of signals, such as voice sounds,

intonations or pitch, gestures or written symbols which communicate thoughts or feelings. If a

language is about communicating with signals, voice, sounds, gestures, or written symbols, can

animal communications be considered as a language? Animals do not have a written form of a

language, but use a language to communicate with each another. In that sense, an animal

communication can be considered as a separate language.

Human spoken and written languages can be described as a system of symbols (sometimes

known as lexemes) and the grammars (rules) by which the symbols are manipulated. The word

"language" is also used to refer to common properties of languages. Language learning is normal

in human childhood. Most human languages use patterns of sound or gesture for symbols which

enable communication with others around them. There are thousands of human languages, and

these seem to share certain properties, even though many shared properties have exceptions.

There is no defined line between a language and a dialect, but the linguist Max Weinreich is

credited as saying that "a language is a dialect with an army and a navy". Constructed languages

such as Esperanto, programming languages, and various mathematical formalisms are not

necessarily restricted to the properties shared by human languages.

2.1 Dialogue

A dialogue is a reciprocal conversation between two or more entities. The etymological

origins of the word concepts like flowing-through meaning) do not necessarily convey

the way in which people have come to use the word, with some confusion between the
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prefix διά-(di-,through) and the prefix δι- (di-, two) leading to the assumption that a

dialogue is necessarily between only two parties.

2.2 Nonverbal Communication

Nonverbal communication is the process of communicating through sending and

receiving wordless messages. Such messages can be communicated through gesture,

body language or posture; facial expression and eye contact, object communication such

as clothing, hairstyles or even architecture, or symbols and infographics, as well as

through an aggregate of the above, such as behavioral communication. Speech may also

contain nonverbal elements known as paralanguage, including voice quality, emotion and

speaking style, as well as prosodic features such as rhythm, intonation and stress.

Likewise, written texts have nonverbal elements such as handwriting style, spatial

arrangement of words, or the use of emoticons. A portmanteau of the English words

emotion (or emote) and icon, an emoticon is a symbol or combination of symbols used to

convey emotional content in written or message form.

: A Note On Cultural And Gender Differences

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To understand what culture is.

 To appreciate cultural differences in negotiation.

 To consider potential gender differences in negotiation.

Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is to introduce students to the many facets of cultural and gender

differences real and perceived. Students should seek to apply their knowledge to increase their

emotional intelligence generally and their negotiation effectiveness specifically.
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Key Points:

1. Cultural Approach to Communication

Discussed in his article A Cultural Approach to Communication, communications theorist James

W. Carey draws on the notion that society exists not only by transmission, by communication,

but [also] in transmission, in communication, claiming that societies distribute informationand

that by such transactions and the channels of communication peculiar to them society is made

possible

From this, he suggests two ways of viewing the communication process and the relationship

between transmitter and receiver which demonstrate differing ideas of how communication and

society are integrated. These are as follows:

 Transmission model: communication as simply a process whereby messages are

transmitted and distributed in space for the control of distance and people. A somewhat

hierarchical view, where the communicating or gaining of knowledge is of the most importance.

 Ritual model: the maintenance of society in time through the representation of shared

beliefs. Invites participation on the basis of our assuming, where communication produces social

bonds which tie men and women together and make associated life possible by way of shared

information.

2. Global Communication for Businesses

In his book Global Brains- Knowledge and Competencies for the 21st Century, Gary Ferraro

emphasizes the importance of successful global communication when taking a business overseas.

In order for a company to be successful in the global economy, the entering business must be

aware and conscious of communication protocols, within relevant countries.
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2.1 Non-Human Living Organisms

Communication in many of its facets is not limited to humans, or even to primates. Every

information exchange between living organisms i.e. transmission of signals involving a

living sender and receiver can be considered a form of communication. Thus, there is the

broad field of animal communication, which encompasses most of the issues in ethology.

On a more basic level, there is cell signaling, cellular communication, and chemical

communication between primitive organisms like bacteria, and within the plant and

fungal kingdoms. All of these communication processes are sign-mediated interactions

with a great variety of distinct coordinations.

Animal communication is any behavior on the part of one animal that has an effect on the

current or future behavior of another animal. Of course, human communication can be

subsumed as a highly developed form of animal communication. The study of animal

communication, called zoosemiotics' (distinguishable from anthroposemiotics, the study

of human communication) has played an important part in the development of ethology,

sociobiology, and the study of animal cognition. This is quite evident as humans are able

to communicate with animals especially dolphins and other animals used in circuses

however these animals have to learn a special means of communication. Animal

communication, and indeed the understanding of the animal world in general, is a rapidly

growing field, and even in the 21st century so far, many prior understandings related to

diverse fields such as personal symbolic name use, animal emotions, animal culture and

learning, and even sexual conduct, long thought to be well understood, have been

revolutionized.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To understand the major types of interests and goals relevant in negotiation.

 To learn how to identify and rank goals in negotiation.
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 To understand that goals change in negotiation.

 To learn how goals affect your negotiation strategy.

Definition/Overview:

The primary purpose of this topic is for students to learn to identify goals as the first step in

preparing to negotiate a particular matter. The material in this topic describes the step that

follows conflict diagnosis and identification of a general conflict strategy that were described in

previous chapters. The major types of goals are explained, and exercises are provided for

building skills.

Key Points:

1. Interest Based Negotiation

Also known as integrative bargaining, mutual gain bargaining, interest based problem solving,

win-win bargaining, principle-based negotiations, open bargaining, etc. Typically begins with an

assessment of readiness, researching and answering the following questions: Is there sufficient

labor harmony? Are there imminent problems like cut backs, take backs, workforce reductions,

union elections, unit disputes? Are the political leaders willing to participate in the learning

process? Is there sufficient time and resources to learn the new skills and pull off the longer

talks? Is this change part of a larger culture change to assure harmonious relationships and

employee involvement? Is the Union strong enough to bring along its members? Are there any

jurisdictional disputes going on? Is the economic climate conducive? Are champions of IBN

respected? Have hard negotiation proposals been exchanged? Have employees been asked to

contribute to union "wish lists" for upcoming talks? Has management sought authority,

guidelines or direction from it's governing board?
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If answers to the above are mostly satisfactory the next step is to train the parties and their

principals together in the PAST approach to IBN. PAST stands for Principles, Assumptions,

Steps and Techniques.

1.1 Principle:

 Focus on issues not personalities

 Focus on interests not positions

 Create options to satisfy mutual and separate interests

 Evaluate options with standards not power

1.2 Assumptions:

 Bargaining enhances relationships

 Both parties can win

 Parties should help each other win

 Open discussion expands mutual interests and options

 Standards can replace power in bargaining outcomes

 This is part of a larger change effort

1.3 Steps:

 Prepare for win-win bargaining

 Identify issues

 Develop options

 Develop standards

 Judge options with standards

 Achieve win-win agreement

1.4 Techniques:

 Brainstorming

 Consensus building

 Problem solving

 Strategic issue sub-groups
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2. Principled Negotiation

Principled negotiation is the name given to the interest-based approach to negotiation. There four

fundamental principles of negotiation:

 Separate the people from the problem

 Focus on interests, not positions

 Invent options for mutual gain

 Insist on objective criteria.

Separating the people from the problem means separating relationship issues (or "people

problems") from substantive issues, and dealing with them independently. People problems; tend

to involve problems of perception, emotion, and communication. Perceptions are important

because they define the problem and the solution. While there is an "objective reality," that

reality is interpreted differently by different people in different situations. When different parties

have different understandings of their dispute effective negotiation may be very difficult to

achieve. People problems also often involve difficult emotions fear, anger, distrust and anxiety

for example. These emotions get intertwined with the substantive issues in the dispute and make

both harder to deal with. Principal negotiation suggests five tactics for disentangling and

defusing emotional problems in the negotiation process.

Principled Negotiation considers communication problems to be "people problems" as well.

They list three types of communication problems. First, disputants may not be talking to each

other. While their comments are formally addressed to the opponent, they are actually addressing

some outside audience. They are grandstanding, or playing to the crowd. A second

communication problem arises when parties are not listening to each other. Rather than listening

attentively to the opponent, parties may instead be planning their own response, or listening to

their own constituency. Finally, even when parties are listening and talking to each other,

misunderstandings and misinterpretations may occur. Principled Negotiation suggests techniques

for minimizing communication problems.

Negotiating about interests means negotiating about things that people really want and need, not

what they say that want or need. Often, these are not the same. People tend to take extreme

positions that are designed to counter their opponents positions. If asked why they are taking that
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position, it often turns out that the underlying reasons--their true interests and needs--are actually

compatible, not mutually exclusive.

By focusing on interests, disputing parties can more easily fulfill the third principle--invent

options for mutual gain. This means negotiators should look for new solutions to the problem

that will allow both sides to win, not just fight over the original positions which assume that for

one side to win, the other side must lose.

The fourth rule is to insist on objective criteria for decisions. While not always available, if some

outside, objective criteria for fairness can be found, this can greatly simplify the negotiation

process. If union and management are struggling over a contract, they can look to see what other

similar companies have agreed to use as an outside objective criteria. If people are negotiating

over the price of a car or a house, they can look at what similar houses or cars have sold for. This

gives both sides more guidance as to what is "fair," and makes it hard to oppose offers in this

range.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Understanding The Importance Of Perception In Negotiation

Effects Of Power In Negotiation

Asserting Yourself

Rules Of Negotiation Common Mistakes

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 3.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.
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: Understanding The Importance Of Perception In Negotiation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To understand basic psychological principles of perception.

 To learn how individual differences affect perception.

 To recognize that there are differences between self and others perceptions.

 To learn how perception affects attitude, goals, and decisions in negotiation.

Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is to introduce the students to selected theories of social psychology

that aid in understanding perception. Special attention is given to attribution theory. As important

as academic learning here is application of knowledge to negotiation. This topic explains how

perception impacts all that has been studied in previous chapters. Students will have the

opportunity to apply their knowledge to negotiation in the exercises and practice sessions

provided.

Key Points:

1. Perception

In psychology and the cognitive sciences, perception is the process of attaining awareness or

understanding of sensory information. It is a task far more complex than was imagined in the

1950s and 1960s, when it was predicted that building perceiving machines would take about a

decade, a goal which is still very far from fruition. The word perception comes from the Latin
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words perception, percepio, meaning "receiving, collecting, action of taking possession,

apprehension with the mind or senses."

Perception is one of the oldest fields in psychology. The oldest quantitative law in psychology is

the Weber-Fechner law, which quantifies the relationship between the intensity of physical

stimuli and their perceptual effects. The study of perception gave rise to the Gestalt school of

psychology, with its emphasis on holistic approach.

What one perceives is a result of interplays between past experiences, ones culture and the

interpretation of the perceived. If the percept does not have support in any of these perceptual

bases it is unlikely to rise above perceptual threshold.

2. Types

Perception gives rise to two types of consciousness: phenomenal and psychological. The

difference everybody can demonstrate to himself/herself by simple opening and closing his/her

eyes. Phenomenal consciousness is full of rich sensations that are hardly present when eyes are

closed. Psychological consciousness is well researched and measured. It occurs half a second

after a stimulus starts. If a weak stimulus lasts less, it is unlikely to be perceived. The capacity of

psychological consciousness is also well measured. Depending on methods used the capacity

ranges between seven and forty symbols or percepts at one time.

There are two basic theories of perception: Passive Perception (PP) and Active Perception (PA).

The passive perception (conceived by Ren Descartes) is addressed in this article and could be

surmised as the following sequence of events: surrounding → input (senses) → processing

(brain) → output (re-action). Although still supported by mainstream philosophers, psychologists

and neurologists, this theory is nowadays losing momentum. The theory of active perception has

emerged from extensive research of sensory illusions, most notably the works of Richard L.

Gregory. This theory is increasingly gaining experimental support and could be surmised as

dynamic relationship between description (in the brain) ↔ senses ↔ surrounding.

Additional types include:
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 Amodal perception

 Color perception

 Depth perception

 Visual perception

 Form perception

 Haptic perception

 Speech perception

 Perception as Interpretation

 Numeric Value of Perception

 Pitch perception

 Harmonic perception

 Rhythmic perception

: Effects Of Power In Negotiation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn the major types of power involved in negotiation.

 To distinguish between real and perceived power in negotiation.

 To practice assessing power.

 To learn constructive ways of using power.

 To learn about psychological games in negotiation.

 To learn the personal impact of power and games in negotiation.
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Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is for students to learn how to assess and use various sources of power

in negotiation. The topic reviews major types of power and describes constructive and

destructive uses and effects thereof. A significant portion of class time may be spent applying

these concepts in preparation for full-blown negotiation sessions to be conducted in later

chapters.

Key Points:

1. The word power has had a bad connotation for many years.

It has received this reputation because most people associate the word with one side dominating

or overpowering the other. I define power as the ability to influence people or situations. With

this definition, power is neither good nor bad. It is the abuse of power that is bad.

2. Types of Power

Various types of power can influence the outcome of a negotiation. Following are a few types of

power that can be significant in the negotiating process:

2.1 Position. Some measure of power is conferred based on ones formal position in an

organization. For example, if you are the marketing manager, you can influence decisions

that affect the marketing department.

2.2 Knowledge or expertise. Knowledge in itself is not powerful; it is the application of

knowledge that confers power. Its important to take the time prior to a negotiation to

research facts and statistics, find out what the other partys goals are, and discover what

areas he or she might consider negotiable--and then use this knowledge!
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2.3 Character. Individuals who are seen as trustworthy have a great deal of power in

negotiations. You are perceived as trustworthy if you have a reputation for doing what

you say you are going to do.

2.4 Reward and punishment. Those who are able to bestow rewards or perceived

rewards, such as raises or job benefits, hold power. Conversely, those who have the

ability to create a negative outcome for the other party also have power.

2.5 Behavior style. Most people exhibit one or a combination of the following behavior

styles:

 Analytical--process oriented, methodical

 Driven--task oriented, goal directed

 Supportive--relationship oriented, focused on feelings

Which behavioral style is the most appropriate depends on the situation. For example, if you

were going through a divorce and wanted to maintain a good relationship with your spouse, you

would want to use the supportive style. You gain real power from a knowledge of behavior styles

only if you can read a situation and adapt your style to it.

Most people have more power than they think. I believe there is a link between a persons self-

esteem and the amount of power that person thinks he or she has. It has been demonstrated that

people with high self-esteem feel they have more viable options--and thus more power to act--in

negotiations.

3. Rules of Power

Knowing the following rules of power comes in handy when entering into a negotiation.

3.1 Rule #1: Seldom does one side have all the power. Even the individual who goes to a

bank to ask for a loan has power--the power to decide which bank to apply to, the power

to decide an acceptable interest rate, and the power to decide what to put up as collateral.

3.2 Rule #2: Power may be real or apparent. When I was a proctor in the sociology

department at San Diego State University, I knew that cheating was a potential problem.
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As I was passing out tests, I announced that I would uphold the universitys "policy" on

cheating. One bold student asked what the policy was. My response was simple: "If you

need to ask, you dont want to know." This was the first time I had ever seen all sixty

students staring at their own paper! Does the university have a policy on cheating? I dont

know. But in this situation, whether the power was real or apparent didnt matter. The

students perceived that I had the power.

3.3 Rule #3: Power exists only to the point at which it is accepted. At the airport on a

return trip from Europe, I noted that all the ticketing agents for economy class had at least

a twenty-minute line to check baggage. Yet the business and first-class agents had not

one person in line. I boldly walked up to the business class agent and got my seat

assignment. Of course, this strategy was successful only because the ticket agent was

willing to work with me. But I never would have known if I hadnt tried.

3.4 Rule #4: Power relationships can change over time. This is one of the hardest lessons

I have ever learned. In my youth, I had the same girlfriend from the seventh to the

eleventh grades. In the beginning, I had the power in the relationship. I chose which

activities we would become involved in and who our friends would be. Then something

happened that sent me into a tailspin. My girlfriend was asked out by the student body

president! Overnight, I was sending roses and begging for a date.

3.5 Rule #5: In relationships, the side with the least commitment generally holds the

most power. If you are negotiating to buy a car from a salesman whose boss has warned

him that he had better start making sales, and you are not committed to buying this

particular car from this particular dealer, you are in the drivers seat in the negotiating

process.

: Asserting Yourself

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 To assess your current level of assertion.

 To understand the difference among passivity, aggression, and assertion.

 To recognize aggression and its impact on negotiation.

 To learn the dynamics of anger and anger management.

 To learn assertive behavior and its impact on negotiation.

Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is for students to learn the characteristics of varying types of aggressive

behavior and assertive behavior in order to assess their current habits and build effective

negotiation skills. Here we will build on principles of communication presented in previous

chapters. This topic provides the foundation for later work on persuasion exercises and complete

negotiation practice sessions.

Key Points:

1. Assertiveness

Assertiveness is a trait taught by many personal development experts and psychotherapists and

the subject of many popular self-help books. It is linked to self-esteem and considered an

important communication skill.

As a communication style and strategy, assertiveness is distinguished from aggression and

passivity. How people deal with personal boundaries; their own and those of other people, helps

to distinguish between these three concepts. Passive communicators do not defend their own

personal boundaries and thus allow aggressive people to harm or otherwise unduly influence

them. They are also typically not likely to risk trying to influence anyone else. Aggressive people

do not respect the personal boundaries of others and thus are liable to harm others while trying to

influence them. A person communicates assertively by not being afraid to speak his or her mind
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or trying to influence others, but doing so in a way that respects the personal boundaries of

others. They are also willing to defend themselves against aggressive incursions.

Assertive people have the following characteristics:

 They feel free to express their feelings, thoughts, and desires.

 They know their rights.

 They have control over their anger. It does not mean that they repress this feeling. It

means that they control it for a moment and then talk about it later in a reasoning manner.

2. Techniques

2.1 Broken record

A popular technique advocated by assertiveness experts is the Broken record technique.

This consists of simply repeating your requests every time you are met with illegitimate

resistance. The term comes from vinyl records, the surface of which when scratched

would lead the needle of a record player to loop over the same few seconds of the

recording indefinitely. However, a disadvantage with this technique is that when

resistance continues, your requests lose power every time you have to repeat them. If the

requests are repeated too often it can backfire on the authority of your words. In these

cases it is necessary to have some sanctions on hand.

2.2 Fogging

Another technique some suggest is called Fogging, which consists of finding some

limited truth to agree with in what an antagonist is saying. More specifically, one can

agree in part or agree in principle.

2.3 Negative inquiry

Negative inquiry consists of requesting further, more specific criticism. Negative

assertion however, is agreement with criticism without letting up demand.
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2.4 I statements

I statements can be used to voice one's feelings and wishes from a personal position

without expressing a judgment about the other person or blaming one's feelings on them.

: Rules Of Negotiation Common Mistakes

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To recognize the difficulties of persuasion.

 To learn the fundamental keys of persuasion.

 To learn when persuasion is unlikely.

 To learn the role of diplomacy in persuasion.

 To practice your persuasion skills.

Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is to provide students with theoretical knowledge and fundamental

rules based on psychological theory that will aid in understanding cognitive processing and

developing persuasion skills. Particular emphasis is placed on social judgment theory and

cognitive dissonance. In persuading others we must deal with perceptions and inferences as well

as personality differences. This topic builds upon the knowledge gained in previous chapters.

Practical rules and guidelines are provided for use in practice sessions.
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Key Points:

1. Negotiation Mistakes

Negotiation is a difficult art as it requires managing, in real-time, both the other person's mind

and your own.

Here are a number of mistakes that negotiators can make.

1.1 Accepting positions

Assuming the other person won't change their position. Accepting positions taken by

others as final and unmovable is to miss the chance to move the whole negotiation to a

new plane. When the other person states their position assertively or forcefully, it is easy

to assume that they are correct (thus mistaking apparent conviction for evidence) or feel

intimidated by the way they make their point (which is perhaps what they want).

1.2 Accepting statements

Assuming what the other person says is wholly true.

Accepting statements, assertions and general opinions as facts weakens your negotiation

potential, particularly if the other person finds out that this is what you do and is prepared

to take advantage.

The rules of everyday social situations in most cultures are that you must be polite and

truthful in your interactions with others. In negotiations and competitive situations, this

may vary and weaken, with rules that permit deception. A problem occurs when the

values of the two negotiators differ, with one believing that deception is permitted in

negotiation whilst the other sticks to the rules of normal conversation.

1.3 Cornering them

Giving them no alternative but to fight. Cornering the other party in a negotiation puts

them in a position where they see no way out, where there is no acceptable solution for

them. When people feel there is no alternative, they will fight to the death. This is one

reason why wars start -- at least one party feels that there is no acceptable alternative.

1.4 Hurrying
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Negotiating in haste (and repenting at leisure). It is easy in negotiation to be in a hurry to

reach a conclusion. Perhaps it is the tension that leads you to relieve this.

When you are going fast, you have no time to reflect and think. Decisions are thus made

subconsciously and emotionally, using heuristics, habits and other unthinking patterns.

1.5 Hurting the relationship

Getting what you want but making an enemy. Hurting the relationship sometimes

happens in negotiations, but it often is unnecessary and can do long-term damage.

In order to persuade, you may at times be economical with the truth. Persuasion may also

use coercive, high pressure methods. The result of Machiavellian methods, where the

ends justify the means, can easily result in the other person feeling cheated or betrayed. If

you have to interact with them at any time again, then they will be highly suspicious of

you. They may also seek revenge in more surreptitious ways.

1.6 Issue fixation

Getting stuck on one issue and missing greater possibilities. Becoming fixated on a single

issue can lead to imbalance in negotiation and failure to realize all that you can. It can

also lead to you making agreements that later turn out to be very bad decisions.

When you want one particular thing in the negotiation, then you can forget other things.

Even in single-item negotiations such as house purchases, the real decision-making often

comes down to minor issues such as the size of the garage or the shape of the kitchen. As

a result, you may reject bargains that don't have the right garage and, worse, buy a house

with a great garage that has all kinds of other problems that you only discover when you

move in.

Issues may also become personal. Thus you may find that what you think about the other

person or what they said six months ago has a disproportionate effect on the process. We

negotiate as people, and people issues (including our own issues) can easily get in the

way of a good deal.
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1.7 Missing strengths

Not realizing the strengths that you actually have. Not seeing all of your own strengths is

a classic negotiation error when you lack self-confidence or assume that the other person

holds all the cards.

A typical situation is where an employee is seeking a pay rise. It is often assumed that it

is simply a decision that the boss can make at a whim. In fact the boss may well be very

concerned that you stay motivated and fear that if your request is declined that you will

not work as hard. Even more, they will very likely worry that you will no longer like

them (most bosses like to be liked, just as the rest of us).

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Negotiation Process And Preparation

Alternative Styles, Strategies, Techniques Of Negotiation

Team Negotiation

Negotiation In Leadership And Public Relations

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 4.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 To learn guiding principles for conducting negotiations.

 To learn the most common mistakes made in negotiation.

 To recognize the framework for negotiation strategies.

Definition/Overview:

This short topic provides guiding principles for use in developing negotiation skills and assessing

performance. The purpose is for students to use these rules in their negotiation framework.

Key Points:

1. Negotiation Process

This is a unique combination framework that puts together the best of many other approaches to

negotiation. It is particularly suited to more complex, higher-value and slower negotiations.

 Prepare: Know what you want. Understand them.

 Open: Put your case. Hear theirs.

 Argue: Support your case. Expose theirs.

 Explore: Seek understanding and possibility.

 Signal: Indicate your readiness to work together.

 Package: Assemble potential trades.

 Close: Reach final agreement.

 Sustain: Make sure what is agreed happens.

There are deliberately a larger number of stages in this process as it is designed to break down

important activities during negotiation, particularly towards the end. It is an easy trap to try to

jump to the end with a solution that is inadequate and unacceptable.
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Note also that in practice, you may find variations on these, for example there may be loops back

to previous stages, stages overlapping, stages running parallel and even out of order.

The bottom line is to use what works. This process is intended to help you negotiate, but do not

use it blindly. It is not magic and is not a substitute for thinking. If something does not seem to

be working, try to figure out why and either fix the problem or try something else. Although

there are commonalities across negotiations, each one is different and the greatest skill is to be

able to read the situation in the moment and adapt as appropriate.

1.1 Prepare

The overall action in preparation is to be ready for every stage of the actual negotiation.

In preparation, you may walk through many scenarios and prepare for many eventualities.

How much time should you spend in preparation? As much as is appropriate. If you are

buying a fridge, you may read a few reviews. If you are buying a house or a business,

then much more serious preparation is needed. The sections below are rather long,

especially if you follow all the links. This reflects how useful it can be to think through

the whole negotiation process before you start.

1.2 Open

The purpose of the opening stage of negotiation is to position yourself and your needs,

letting the other person know what you want, both as a outcome and in the process of

negotiation.

1.3 Argue

In the argument stage, the serious exchange of views begins. This can be uncomfortable

as the goal is to strengthen your own position whilst weakening the other person's

position.

Note that in a collaborative negotiation, the argument may be gentile and polite to the

point where it does not seem like argument. Nevertheless, the points may still apply to

some extent.
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1.4 Explore

So far, no agreements have been made, and early positioning may have made the way

forward difficult to see. Having established what you each want, however, you can now

move towards one another, seeking a way forward.

It is generally a mistake to go fast during a negotiation and taking time to explore can pay

back significantly later. Exploration not only gains you more information about the other

person and their needs, it also builds the relationship between you, making it easy to

reach agreement.

Note that in a collaborative negotiation there may be limited arguing and significant

exploring. Exploration both requires and builds a degree of trust which, in a competitive

context, may be borne more of the respect gained by showing one's teeth in earlier stages.

1.5 Signal

Signaling is a relatively short phase of activity in which (usually) both parties prepare to

move from their initial position. After early positions and explorations, signaling is a

conciliatory move that indicates a willingness to negotiate.

1.6 Package

In this stage, the goal is to build potential solutions. The final agreement is not yet being

hammered out and you are still dealing in possibilities. By sustaining an atmosphere of

openness, you make it possible for both you and them to consider alternatives exchanges

without feeling obliged to complete the exchange.

1.7 Close

Move to closure

As your packaging reaches a complete solution, you can move towards the idea of

closing on a final deal.
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Signal readiness to close

Show your own readiness by using signals to indicate that you want to reach agreement.

Use words like 'right' and 'ok'. Use ready body language that aligns with your words.

Watch their response, and if they signal in return, move further towards closure.

1.8 Sustain

When the deal is closed and seems to be complete, the end may not yet be in sight. Many

negotiations have a future element, where the main agreement is for future action.

'There's many a slip twixt cup and lip', as they say, and an earlier commitment might not

be delivered as promised.

Sustaining commitment is thus about making sure that people stay closed and that what

was agreed in the Close stage stays agreed and gets delivered as promised.

: Alternative Styles, Strategies, Techniques Of Negotiation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn how to begin negotiations.

 To learn specific tactics used throughout the negotiation process.

 To recognize special issues in representative negotiating.

 To understand the impact of deception and ethics in negotiation.
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Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is for students to become aware of specific tactics used throughout the

negotiation process in preparation for learning how to develop and use appropriate tactics. The

topic includes discussion of representative negotiation along with ethical issues.

Key Points:

1. Techniques

1.1 Broken record

A popular technique advocated by assertiveness experts is the Broken record technique.

This consists of simply repeating your requests every time you are met with illegitimate

resistance. The term comes from vinyl records, the surface of which when scratched

would lead the needle of a record player to loop over the same few seconds of the

recording indefinitely. However, a disadvantage with this technique is that when

resistance continues, your requests lose power every time you have to repeat them. If the

requests are repeated too often it can backfire on the authority of your words. In these

cases it is necessary to have some sanctions on hand.

1.2 Fogging

Another technique some suggest is called Fogging, which consists of finding some

limited truth to agree with in what an antagonist is saying. More specifically, one can

agree in part or agree in principle.

1.3 Negative inquiry

Negative inquiry consists of requesting further, more specific criticism. Negative

assertion however, is agreement with criticism without letting up demand.
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1.4 I statements

I statements can be used to voice one's feelings and wishes from a personal position

without expressing a judgment about the other person or blaming one's feelings on them.

2. Dialogue

A dialogue (sometimes spelled dialog) is a conversation between two or more people. It is also a

literary form in which two or more parties engage in a discussion.

: Team Negotiation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn the additional complexities presented by team negotiation.

 To learn how to gain benefits from team negotiation.

 To learn how to avoid detriments of team negotiation.

Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is to introduce the student to the complexities associated with team

negotiation. The topic addresses the benefits and detriments of using teams as well as how to

recognize when teams are appropriate.
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Key Points:

1. Negotiation Skills

Negotiation skills help you to resolve situations where what you want conflicts with someone

elses interests. As we discussed with in the assertiveness skills section, there are wrong ways of

handling these situations: With an aggressive approach, you could seek to overpower the other

person to give what you want. This is clearly damaging to subsequent teamwork. With a passive

approach, you could simply give in to the other persons wishes. This is clearly not good for you.

The aim of negotiation is to explore the situation, and to find a solution that is acceptable to both

people.

2. Different Styles for Different Situations...

There are different styles of negotiation, depending on circumstances. Where you do not expect

to deal with people ever again, and you do not need their goodwill, it may be appropriate to play

hardball. Here you may seek to win a negotiation, while the other person losing out. Many

people go through this when they buy or sell a house, which is why house buying can be such a

confrontational and unpleasant experience.

Similarly, where there is a great deal at stake in a negotiation (for example, in large sales

negotiations), then it may be appropriate to prepare in detail, and use gamesmanship to gain

advantage.

These approaches are usually wrong for resolving disputes within a team. If one person plays

hardball, then this puts the other person at a disadvantage. Similarly, using tricks and

manipulation during a negotiation can severely undermine trust, damaging subsequent teamwork.

While a manipulative person may not get caught if negotiation is infrequent, this is not the case

when people work together on a day-by-day basis. Honesty and openness are the best policies in

team-based negotiation.
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3. Preparing for a successful negotiation

Depending on the scale of the disagreement, a level of preparation may be appropriate for

conducting a successful negotiation. For small disagreements, excessive preparation can be

counter-productive because it takes time that is better focused on reaching team goals. It can also

be seen as manipulative because just as it strengthens your position, it weakens the other persons.

If a major disagreement needs to be resolved, preparing thoroughly is warranted, and

worthwhile. Think through the following points before you start negotiating:

3.1 Goals: What do you want to get out of the negotiation? What do you expect the other

person to want?

3.2 Trading: What do you and the other person have that you can trade? What do you

and the other person have that the other might want? What might you each be

prepared to give away?

3.3 Alternatives: If you dont reach agreement with him or her, what alternatives do you

have? Are these good or bad alternatives? How much does it matter if you do not

reach agreement? Does failure to reach an agreement cut you out of future

opportunities? What alternatives might the other person have?

3.4 The relationship: What is the history of the relationship? Could or should this

history impact the negotiation? Will there be any hidden issues that may influence the

negotiation? How will you handle these?

3.5 Expected outcomes: What outcome will people be expecting from this

negotiation? What has the outcome been in the past, and what precedents have

been set?

3.6 The consequences: What are the consequences for you of winning or losing this

negotiation? What are the consequences for the other person?

3.7 Power: Who has what power in the relationship? Who controls resources? Who

stands to lose the most if agreement isnt reached? What power does the other person

have to deliver what you hope for?

3.8 Possible solutions: Based on all of the considerations, what possible compromises

might there be?
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4. Style

The best approach for negotiation within a team is to adopt a win-win approach, i.e. one in which

both parties feel positive about the situation when the negotiation is concluded. This helps to

maintain a positive working relationship afterwards.

This governs the style of the negotiation. Histrionics and displays of emotion are clearly

inappropriate because they undermine the rational basis of the negotiation and bring a

manipulative aspect to it.

Despite this, emotion can be an important subject of discussion. For a team to function

effectively, the emotional needs of team members must be fairly met. If emotion is not discussed

where needed, the agreement reached can be unsatisfactory and temporary. Be as detached as

possible when discussing your own emotions. Perhaps it would be best to discuss your emotions

as if they belonged to someone else.

5. Negotiating Successfully

The negotiation itself is a careful exploration of your position and the other persons position,

with the goal of finding a mutually acceptable compromise that gives you both as much of what

you want as possible. Note that the other person may quite often have very different goals from

the ones you expect!

In an ideal situation, you will find that the other person wants what you are prepared to give, and

that you are prepared to give what the other person wants.

If this is not the case, and one person must give way, then it is fair for this person to try to

negotiate some form of compensation for doing so. The scale of this compensation will often

depend on the many of the factors we discussed above. Ultimately, both sides should feel

comfortable with the final solution if the agreement is to truly be considered a win-win

agreement.
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: Negotiation In Leadership And Public Relations

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn how leadership encompasses negotiation and persuasion.

 To learn personal characteristics that affect leadership behavior.

 To understand public relations as negotiation and persuasion.

Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is for students to recognize that negotiation is an essential part of both

leadership and public relations. The topic identifies personal attributes and skills necessary for

effective leadership and public relations.

Key Points:

1. Approaches to Negotiation

Negotiation typically manifests itself with trained negotiator acting on behalf of a particular

organization or position. It can be compared to mediation where a disinterested third party listens

to each sides arguments and attempts to help craft an agreement between the parties. It is also

related to arbitration which, as with a legal proceeding, both sides make an argument as to the

merits of their "case" and then the arbitrator decides the outcome for both parties.

Negotiation involves three basic elements: process, behavior and substance. The process refers to

how the parties negotiate: the context of the negotiations, the parties to the negotiations, the
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tactics used by the parties, and the sequence and stages in which all of these play out. Behavior

refers to the relationships among these parties, the communication between them and the styles

they adopt. The substance refers to what the parties negotiate over: the agenda, the issues

(positions and - more helpfully - interests), the options, and the agreement(s) reached at the end.

Skilled negotiators may use a variety of tactics ranging from negotiation hypnosis, to a straight

forward presentation of demands or setting of preconditions to more deceptive approaches such

as cherry picking. Intimidation and salami tactics may also play a part in swaying the outcome of

negotiations.

2. The Advocate's Approach

In the advocacy approach, a skilled negotiator usually serves as advocate for one party to the

negotiation and attempts to obtain the most favorable outcomes possible for that party. In this

process the negotiator attempts to determine the minimum outcome(s) the other party is (or

parties are) willing to accept, then adjusts their demands accordingly. A "successful" negotiation

in the advocacy approach is when the negotiator is able to obtain all or most of the outcomes

their party desires, but without driving the other party to permanently break off negotiations,

unless the best alternative to a negotiated agreement (BATNA) is acceptable.

Traditional negotiating is sometimes called win-lose because of the assumption of a fixed "pie",

that one person's gain results in another person's loss. This is only true, however, if only a single

issue needs to be resolved, such as a price in a simple sales negotiation.

3. The "win/win" Negotiator's Approach

During the early part of the twentieth century, academics such as Mary Parker Follett developed

ideas suggesting that agreement often can be reached if parties look not at their stated positions

but rather at their underlying interests and requirements to reach a decision that benefits both

parties.
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During the 1960s, Gerard I. Nierenberg recognized the role of negotiation in resolving disputes

in personal, business and international relations. He published The Art of Negotiating, where he

states that the philosophies of the negotiators determine the direction a negotiation takes. His

Everybody Wins philosophy assures that all parties benefit from the negotiation process which

also produces more successful outcomes than the adversarial winner takes all approach.

In the 1970s, practitioners and researchers began to develop win-win approaches to negotiation.

Win-win is taken from Economic Game Theory, and has been adopted by North American

negotiation academics loosely to mean Principled Negotiation. Getting to YES was published by

Roger Fisher and William Ury as part of the Harvard negotiation project. The book's approach,

referred to as Principled Negotiation, is also sometimes called mutual gains bargaining. The

mutual gains approach has been effectively applied in environmental situations as well as labor

relations where the parties (e.g. management and a labor union) frame the negotiation as

"problem solving". If multiple issues are discussed, differences in the parties' preferences make

win-win negotiation possible.

Example/Case Study:

For example, in a labor negotiation, the union might prefer job security over wage gains. If the

employers have opposite preferences, a trade is possible that is beneficial to both parties. Such a

negotiation is therefore not an adversarial zero-sum game.
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In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Third-Party Intervention

Using Your Personal Negotiating Power

Post-Negotiation Evaluation

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 5.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn four types of third-party intervention processes.

 To learn special components of labor-management negotiation.

 To learn tips for using third-party processes.

 To identify skills required to be a third-party interventionist.

Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is to explain the processes of third-party intervention, or alternative

dispute resolution. Students should learn what is required to effectively use the processes and

effectively provide the services.
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Key Points:

1. Third Party Intervention

Third party intervention is a typical response to destructive and persistent social conflict and

comes in a number of different forms attended by a variety of issues. Mediation is a common

form of intervention designed to facilitate a negotiated settlement on substantive issues between

conflicting parties. Mediators are usually external to the parties and carry an identity, motives

and competencies required to play a useful role in addressing the dispute. While impartiality is

generally seen as an important prerequisite for effective intervention, biased mediators also

appear to have a role to play.

2. Mediation

Mediation, which is intended to facilitate the negotiation process, also needs to be practiced

within the norms and assumptions of any given cultural milieu, whether that be the culture of a

given society or identity group, an organization or set of institutions, or international diplomacy.

At the same time, Western theorists and practitioners of negotiation and mediation have

attempted to spell out generic models of these processes, which they hope will serve to capture

many of the essential elements. Much further cross-cultural research will be necessary to tell us

if this is indeed the case.

There are a myriad of definitions of mediation now available in the literature, but these all rely

on a core of common characteristics. Briefly put: mediation is generally seen as the intervention

of a skilled and impartial intermediary working to facilitate a mutually acceptable negotiated

settlement on the issues that are the substance of the dispute between the parties. As such,

mediation is essentially a pacific, non-coercive and non-binding approach to conflict

management that is entered into freely by the concerned parties, who at the same time maintain

control over the substance of the agreement. Thus, mediation is primarily a task-oriented method

directed toward solving a shared problem of the parties; it is, in general, not directly concerned

with the nature of the social relationship between the parties. Mediation can be directed toward

disputes between two parties in its bilateral form, but can also involve multiple parties when it is
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called upon to assist in multilateral negotiations. The greater complexity and challenge of such

multilateral interventions has only recently become the subject of theoretical and empirical

attention in the mediation field.

2. Mediation Typologies

This work produced a six-fold typology of pacific interventions, geared mainly to the

international level, but appropriate at other levels as well:

2.1 Conciliation, in which a trusted third-party provides an informal communicative link

between the antagonists for the purposes of identifying the issues, lowering tension and

encouraging direct interaction, usually in the form of negotiation.

2.2 Consultation, in which the third-party works to facilitate creative problem-solving

through communication and analysis, making use of human relations skills and social-

scientific understanding of conflict etiology and dynamics.

2.3 Pure Mediation, in which the third-party works to facilitate a negotiated settlement

on substantive issues through the use of reasoning, persuasion, effective control of

information, and the suggestion of alternatives.

2.4 Power Mediation, which encompasses pure mediation but also moves beyond it to

include the use of leverage or coercion on the part of the mediator in the form of

promised rewards or threatened punishments, and may also involve the third-party as

monitor and guarantor of the agreement.

2.5 Arbitration, wherein the third-party renders a binding judgment arrived at through

consideration of the individual merits of the opposing positions and then imposes a

settlement which is deemed to be fair and just.

2.6 Peacekeeping, in which the third-party provides military personnel in order to

monitor a ceasefire or an agreement between antagonists, and may also engage in

humanitarian activities designed to restore normalcy in concert with civilian personnel,
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who may also assist in the management of political decision-making processes such as

elections.

: Using Your Personal Negotiating Power

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To integrate the material from previous chapters.

 To identify tactics that likely will and will not work for you.

 To learn how to develop your personalized negotiation strategies.

 To learn how to deal with stalled negotiations.

 To apply collaborative techniques in competitive and avoidance systems.

 To apply your knowledge by practicing negotiation.

Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is for students to integrate all that has been studied in previous chapters

and apply their learning to negotiation practice exercises. At this point students will refine their

selection of tactics and techniques suitable particularly for their personality preferences as they

learn how to develop effective negotiation strategies.
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Key Points:

1. Assertiveness

Assertiveness is a trait taught by many personal development experts and psychotherapists and

the subject of many popular self-help books. It is linked to self-esteem and considered an

important communication skill.

As a communication style and strategy, assertiveness is distinguished from aggression and

passivity. How people deal with personal boundaries; their own and those of other people, helps

to distinguish between these three concepts. Passive communicators do not defend their own

personal boundaries and thus allow aggressive people to harm or otherwise unduly influence

them. They are also typically not likely to risk trying to influence anyone else. Aggressive people

do not respect the personal boundaries of others and thus are liable to harm others while trying to

influence them. A person communicates assertively by not being afraid to speak his or her mind

or trying to influence others, but doing so in a way that respects the personal boundaries of

others. They are also willing to defend themselves against aggressive incursions.

Assertive people have the following characteristics:

 They feel free to express their feelings, thoughts, and desires.

 They know their rights.

 They have control over their anger. It does not mean that they repress this feeling. It

means that they control it for a moment and then talk about it later in a reasoning manner.

2. Techniques

2.1 Broken record

A popular technique advocated by assertiveness experts is the Broken record technique.

This consists of simply repeating your requests every time you are met with illegitimate

resistance. The term comes from vinyl records, the surface of which when scratched

would lead the needle of a record player to loop over the same few seconds of the

recording indefinitely. However, a disadvantage with this technique is that when
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resistance continues, your requests lose power every time you have to repeat them. If the

requests are repeated too often it can backfire on the authority of your words. In these

cases it is necessary to have some sanctions on hand.

2.2 Fogging

Another technique some suggest is called Fogging, which consists of finding some

limited truth to agree with in what an antagonist is saying. More specifically, one can

agree in part or agree in principle.

2.3 Negative inquiry

Negative inquiry consists of requesting further, more specific criticism. Negative

assertion however, is agreement with criticism without letting up demand.

2.4 I statements

I statements can be used to voice one's feelings and wishes from a personal position

without expressing a judgment about the other person or blaming one's feelings on them.

: Post-Negotiation Evaluation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To learn the indicia of a successful win-win negotiation.

 To learn how to evaluate your negotiation effectiveness.

Definition/Overview:

The purpose of this topic is to provide students with the tools to evaluate their negotiation

performance. The primary task now is for students to practice, evaluate, and practice more.
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Key Points:

1. Types of Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation criteria can be divided into three primary categories:

1.1 Technical Capability: Technical criteria include the vendors understanding of the

procurement; the vendors management plan; the quality of the proposed design for

certain goods; the experience and qualifications of key personnel; and vendor resources.

1.2 Managerial Capability: Management criteria include the vendors experience on

similar projects; the vendors performance on similar projects; the vendors available

facilities and resources for the project; and the vendors plan for management and control

of the project.

1.3 Competitiveness and Reasonableness of Cost: For the procurement of goods and

nonprofessional services only, cost criteria include the vendors proposed price (for fixed-

price contracts); the realistic expected cost of performance, plus any proposed fixed fee

(for cost-reimbursement contracts); and other costs, such as that of ownership, including

transportation costs, and life-cycle costs (installation, operation, maintenance, security

and disposal).
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